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Surf Race Single Fin

2015 Colorways

The Riviera Surf  Race is a hybrid fin that has excellent release in flat water and was designed for down-
wind and surf  applications.  Perfect for a battle of  the paddle style scenario.
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The Commando Single Fin
Designed specifically for optimum tracking. A 6 1/2” base and 8” depth translates into the ideal balance 
of  hold and drive. Don’t worry about getting hung up in kelp either. The rake allows for cruising 
through these potential setbacks. Works great in surf  and racing situations. Black Fiberglass.

There’s only one way to go...Commando!
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Plastic Center Fins 6” & 9”

The 6” Plastic fin is a great fin for surfing when running a 2 +1 fin setup.

The 9” plastic fin comes stock with the Riviera 10’6” and 11’6”.  It is an all around fin for surfing or 
cruising flatwater.

6” Center Fin

9” Center Fin



Straps & Rack Pads

Set of  (2) 14 ft. heavy duty nylon straps. Packaged in a reusable mesh bag with toggle closure.

This set (2 pieces.) of  black flat nylon covered 
foam rack pads is essential in protecting your 
board and car while in transit to your next 
Standup excursion.   These velcro protectors 
are one size at 28” long and best fit for the 
larger oval or rectangular racks (not ideal for 
smaller circular racks).

This set (2 pieces.) of  black round nylon 
covered foam rack pads are essential in 
protecting your board and car while in transit 
to your next Standup excursion.   These rack 
pads are one size at 28” long and best fit for 
smaller circular racks.

Rack Pad - Flat Rack Pad - Round

Travel Straps


